[SOLUTION] Food Jumble

Answer: FRUIT PUNCH

This is a Jumble so each clue solves as a pun. To help puzzle solvers, the answers are in alphabetical order and are all foods. A couple of foods (CANTALOUPE and KETCHUP) have multiple spellings, but the letter bank and the word lengths disambiguate. The clues solve to:

CANTALOUPE -- Can’t elope -- Fruit star-crossed lovers should avoid (10)
KETCHUP -- Catch up -- Condiment for when you’re behind (7)
PENNE -- Penny -- One cent pasta (5)
PIE -- Pi -- Mathematician’s dessert (3)
THYME -- Time -- An herb you never have enough of (5)
SCRAMBLED EGGS -- Scrambled = jumbled -- Breakfast food for Jumble solvers (9 4)
SNICKERS -- Snicker = laugh -- Chocolate bar sure to make you laugh (8)
WINE -- Whine -- A drink often complained about (4)

After crossing out the letters from the clues above, the letters left to use in the final jumble are CFHINPRTUU. This anagrams to the answer FRUIT PUNCH, which is a punny food.